Feed back on Katelyn McNamara

1. Interesting introduction, makes presentation more interesting by explaining her personal tie to the topic. It is clear she is confident of her knowledge on the subject. The large scope/time of the presentation was somewhat overwhelming. Used the interrupter "um" quite often, but not really in a way that was overly distractive. As a visual learner, it was difficult for me to follow everything she was saying and stay engaged without visual aids. Also, some sort of machine/computer thing kept revving in the background, which was also distractive.

2. I like the Introduction slide at the beginning because I know what all the presentation will be covering.
   - You might want to consider breaking up all of the information for one slide into a few slides because it will allow you to keep the attention of your audience (specifically for the brain regions and functions slide and types of Cerebral Palsy side).
   - I like all of the background information on Cerebral Palsy; it helps for individuals (like me) who don't know much about it.
   - You might want to include visual aids like graphs or diagrams to engage the audience.
   - You seem very knowledgeable and interested in your topic.
   - Overall, an interesting presentation!

3. Nice presentation.

   I like the outline slide at the front end.

   It is a bit long but that is OK. I just wonder if maybe a break in the middle maybe showing the speaker and then going back to the power point. This might also be good for the other presentations as well not just yours.

   You presented each part well with talking. You could use the cursor on your computer more illustrate the parts or text you might be covering.

   I did learn a lot about CP from you talk. It was nice to catch up to date with the topic.

   I thought the loss of oxygen was the main cause for CP so you really corrected my previous thinking.

   I do think this might be a good way teachers could present lectures so we don’t have to go to a classroom and waste time waiting for class to start and drive and walk or catch a bus. So really what I have to do is spend about 2 hours just to get to listen to a 1 hour talk but if I could just watch it on Youtube or on line then it would save time and energy.

   Your presentation was well paced and background content was very nice. The various current research was well pulled together with your topic. Neat to know that famous people also had such problems. I have one question that maybe you can not show the people that had CP in your
mission trip unless you had permission. For future talks maybe put a black bar over their eyes or a note that you had permission to show them.